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Abstract

Integrated ecoSWITCH� products deliver an area reducing solution that includes over
temperature protection, short circuit protection, soft start, and extremely low RON series
resistances of sub−20 m�. These load switches are used in a variety of applications including
computing, industrial robotics, USB−C power delivery, and telecom. The power dissipation in
a load switch occurs during two different operational states. The slew rate limiting function
available on all ON Semiconductor ecoSWITCHes limits the in−rush current to protect the load.
Energy is expended in the load switch as it transitions from the OFF to ON state. Once the load
switch is fully ON there is only a small amount of DC power dissipation. ecoSWITCHes offer best
in class low Ron resistance to mitigate this DC energy dissipation. Designers using load
switches should consider the energy consumption during the OFF to ON transition for safe
operation. As a load switch transitions from an OFF state to an ON state, energy is expended
and self−heating will occur. The traditional approach to guaranteeing safe operation is to
maintain compliance with the load switches safe operating area limitation (SOA) typically
captured in the devices datasheet. A more in depth approach is to consider the amount of
energy expended during the transition, which depends on the input voltage, the load
capacitance, the load current, and the soft start slew rate setting on the ecoSWITCH. Limitations
are best explored in terms of energy, since the power and transition time are both important
factors for safe operation. Understanding how these variables affect energy expended in the
switch is critical to safe load switch operation given the thermal dissipation limitation of a given
package.

Load Switch Transition Dynamics

Figure 1 shows a basic load switch. VIN is the connection to the supply voltage. VOUT is the
connection to the load circuit. VDROP is the difference between VIN and VOUT. When the load
switch is ON and current is flowing to the load, VDROP will be very small due to the low RON of
the load switch FET. When the load switch is OFF and the load is discharged, VDROP will
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essentially be equal to VIN. The RON resistance dominates power consumption after the OFF
to ON transition has occurred, but during the transition it is not a factor, due to the changing
impedance of the internal FET as its gate is charged.

Figure 1. Basic Load Switch
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Figure 2 shows what happens to VOUT and VDROP as the load switch transitions to the ON
state. The in−rush current and power dissipation are also shown. The area under the power
consumption curve is the expended energy during the transition. The longer the transition time,
the more energy is expended.

Figure 2. Load Switch OFF to ON Transition
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Active Loads versus Passive Loads

Connecting a purely resistive load from VOUT to ground results in a linear increase in load
current as VOUT rises. This passive loading is predictable based on Ohms law (I = V / R).
However, most load switch applications are active loads; the current drawn by the load changes
non−linearly with the rise of the VOUT voltage. A worst case assumption is that the load will pull
the full DC load current during the OFF to ON transition in addition to the in−rush current. Using
this assumption will guarantee margin for loads that pull proportionate amounts of current during
the transition. The load switch soft start feature will hold a constant slew rate (dV/dt) for the rise
of Vout, but the current provided to the load during this time will change based on the dynamic
impedance of the load to ground at any given time during the transition.

Determining Energy Consumption during Load Switch Transition

The load capacitance (CL), supply voltage (VIN), slew rate (SR), and DC load current (ILOAD)
must be taken into consideration when determining the energy consumption during the load
switch OFF to ON transition. Energy consumption during the load switch OFF to ON transition
can be calculated as:

E � 0.5 �VIN � �IINRUSH � ILOAD
� � dt (eq. 1)

Where:

VIN  ⇒ Supply voltage connected to the Vin pin of the load switch.

IINRUSH  ⇒ The inrush current due to capacitive loading on Vout.

ILOAD  ⇒ The DC load current. Full DC load current is used in the energy calculation during the
ON transition as a worst case estimate.

dt ⇒ The OFF to ON transition time. This is set by the slew rate and the Vin voltage. Equation 2
below can be used to determine the transition time dt.

dt �
VIN

SR
(eq. 2)

Where: SR is the slew rate in volts per second.

The in−rush current can be calculated using equation 3 below.

IINRUSH � dv
dt

�CL (eq. 3)

Where:

dv/dt is the slew rate setting, programmable on most ecoSWITCH products and CL is the total
load capacitance from VOUT to ground.
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Equation 1 is based on a derivation of

E � 1
2
�CL �VIN

2
(eq. 4)

Modifications were made to include the DC load current. An important observation in
equation 4 is that the VIN voltage term dominates the energy consumption.

For optimum thermal performance, use proper layout techniques as described below.

Figure 3. Proper PCB Layout for ecoSWITCH Favoring Good PCB Heat Sinking

Without proper heat dissipation through the PCB, the over temperature lockout may fault for
applications with higher transition energies.

Design Example

The following example demonstrates how the presented method can be used to ensure safe
operation during the OFF to ON transition. An application using the NCP45560 has a VIN of 12 V
and an expected DC load current of 5 A. The total load capacitance is 200 nF, and the slew rate
is set to 8 V/ms by using a 4.1 nF capacitor from the SR pin to ground.

Table 1. EXAMPLE
Parameter Value

Part NCP45560

DC Load Current 5 A

Slew Rate Setting 8 V/ms

Total Load Capacitance 500 �F

VIN 12 V
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First, we calculate the expected in−rush current:

IINRUSH � SR �CL �
8 kV

s
� 100 �F � 4.0 A (eq. 5)

Next, we calculate the OFF to ON transition time:

dt �
VIN

SR
�

12 V

8 V/ms
� 1.5 ms (eq. 6)

Now we can use equation 1 to calculate the energy expended during the OFF to ON transition:

E � 0.5 � �IINRUSH � ILOAD
� �VIN � dt � 0.5 � (4.0 A� 5 A) � 12 V � 1.5 ms � 81 mJ (eq. 7)

81mJ is within the limitations of the NCP45560 with plenty of margin. Notice that in this
example, changing the SR capacitor to 19 nF will slow down the slew rate to ~1.7 V/ms, which
causes the energy to exceed the 200 mJ limit.

Conclusion

When designing with load switches, there are many factors to consider to ensure that the
design is robust. To guard the part against unsafe thermal conditions, the total energy dissipated
must be considered. The proper load switch and slew rate must be chosen carefully to ensure
safe operation when switching an active load. An energy−based method was presented for
determining compliance with the load switch limitations based on the application’s load
capacitance, load current, and supply voltage to be used in addition to traditional SOA curves
for safe operation evaluation. The ON Semiconductor ecoSWITCH product line offers a wide
variety of features, voltage ranges, load currents and RON resistances to meet a large
application space.
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